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Chapter 2

Phenotype Prediction: Slaughter Age in Pigs

Abstract

The weight of a pig and the rate of its growth are key elements in pig production. In
particular, predicting future growth is extremely useful, since it can help in determining
feed costs, pen space requirements, and the age at which a pig reaches a desired slaughter
weight. However, making these predictions is challenging, due to the natural variation
in how individual pigs grow, and the different causes of this variation. In this paper, we
used machine learning, namely random forest (RF) regression, for predicting the age at
which the slaughter weight of 120 kg is reached. Additionally, we used the variable im-
portance score from RF to quantify the importance of different types of input data for that
prediction. Data of 32,979 purebred Large White pigs were provided by Topigs Norsvin,
consisting of phenotypic data, estimated breeding values (EBVs), along with pedigree
and pedigree-genetic relationships. Moreover, we presented a 2-step data reduction pro-
cedure, based on random projections (RPs) and principal component analysis (PCA), to
extract features from the pedigree and genetic similarity matrices for use as inputs in the
prediction models. Our results showed that relevant phenotypic features were the most
effective in predicting the output (age at 120 kg), explaining approximately 62% of its
variance (i.e., R2 = 0.62). Estimated breeding value, pedigree, or pedigree-genetic fea-
tures interchangeably explain 2% of additional variance when added to the phenotypic
features, while explaining, respectively, 38%, 39%, and 34% of the variance when used
separately.
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2.1 Introduction

Variation in body growth speed has a big impact on pig farming, since it directly
affects key elements of production costs like feed, logistics, and veterinary medical
care [Patience et al., 2004]. For instance, if a group of pigs in a finishing pen contains
slow growers, then those pigs must be retained in the pen until they reach market
weight before the pen can be cleared to receive a new group. This would incur addi-
tional feed cost and labor hours, especially if the farm implements an all-in/all-out
management system [Patience et al., 2004]. Therefore, a good estimate of each pig’s
future growth performance can improve the efficiency at pig farms and breeding
facilities, for example, by using those estimates to assign pigs to groups that will be
nearly uniform in weight at a target age, or groups that will reach a target weight at
a nearly uniform age.

As with other farm animals, pig growth is a complex phenomenon that is in-
fluenced by many factors, including sex, age, weight history, feed intake, genetics,
health, sow and litter characteristics, and farm conditions [Apichottanakul et al.,
2012]. Therefore, it is not effective to isolate one, or few of these factors, as predic-
tors of future weight or growth [Gonyou, 1998, & references therein].

But with the rise of modern performance recording systems in pig production,
which record large volumes of phenotypic, genetic, and environmental data [Ma
et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014], and the development of computational methods that
can utilize these data, more accurate growth predictions can be attained.

In this paper, we used a machine learning approach, namely the random forest
(RF) algorithm [Breiman, 2001a], to combine different types of predictors, pheno-
type, estimated breeding value EBV, along with pedigree and pedigree-genetic re-
lationship data. Unlike traditional statistical analysis, machine learning emphasizes
prediction accuracy of the models rather than the fit of the data to predetermined
statistical models or structures [Breiman, 2001b]. It allows the inclusion of hetero-
geneous data types without hypotheses on which underlying distributions generate
them.

We aim to demonstrate that a model-free, machine learning approach can be
used for the prediction of slaughter age in pigs, and by extension, other related
phenotypes. Additionally, we aim to rank different groups of features based on
their effectiveness in predicting slaughter age in pigs.

2.2 Materials And Methods

The data we used in this study were provided by the company Topigs Norsvin. It
consisted of features of 32,979 Large White finisher pigs—24,978 females and 8,001
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males—whose ages range from 39 to 168 d at the start of the finishing stage. Since
the data were acquired from the databases of Topigs Norsvin, Animal Care and Use
Committee approval was not necessary.

2.2.1 Data

The available data were split in 3 groups: 1) phenotypic data: this group consists of
phenotypic records that domain experts believe to be relevant to growth, including
sex, recorded weights (at birth and at the start of the finishing phase), age at 30 kg,
birth farm, litter/sow information (e.g., gestation length, parity number, number of
born piglets), and performance metrics of similar animals like the average age at 120
kg of farm-mates of the same sex. This group of features forms an input feature ma-
trix of 20 features that we denote by X ph , which has a size of nˆ20; estimated breeding
values: this group includes EBV of 7 traits, namely, sow longevity, piglet vitality, back
fat thickness, loin depth thickness, total number of born piglets, mothering ability,
and daily gain. We also included the inbreeding coefficient as an additional genetic
metric. These features form an input feature matrix that we denote by XEBV , which
has a size of nˆ 9; 3) pedigree and pedigree-genetic pairwise similarities: the final group
of data consists of 2 nˆn matrices that include the pairwise pedigree and pedigree-
genetic similarities between all studied animals. We denote those matrices by Anˆn

and Hnˆn, respectively.
Matrix Hnˆn, the pedigree-genomic similarity matrix, was derived from matrix

Anˆn, and the genetic similarity matrix G, according to the formula in Eq. 2.1
[Legarra et al., 2009]. The number of genotyped animals was 11,699. The input
feature matrices X ph and XEBV are suited for usage in RF without modification,
except for the categorical inputs, sex, fostering, and farm of birth in X ph , which
need to be encoded as dummy variables. The complete list of features is included in
Appendix 2.A.

Hnˆn “

„

A11 `A12A
´1
22 pG´A22qA

´1
22A21 A21A

´1
22G

GA´1
22A21 G



(2.1)

where G is the genomic similarity matrix of the subset of genotyped animals, A11

is the pedigree similarity matrix between ungenotyped animals, A22 is the pedigree
similarity matrix between genotyped animals, A21 is the pedigree similarity matrix
between the genotyped and ungenotyped animals, and A12 is the transpose of A21.

2.2.2 Regression with RF

The RF algorithm is a decision tree-based ensemble learning method. Ensemble
learning methods are a subcategory of machine learning algorithms that combine
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a given number of predictive models (for classification or regression) to obtain a
model that predicts better than any of its constituents.

Random forest uses sample bagging [Breiman, 1996],and random sampling from
the feature space at the nodes of the trees of the ensemble to create a “forest” of di-
verse decision tree predictors, which leads to a reduction of variance compared to an
individual tree, without increasing the bias. An RF model is a nonlinear predictor;
therefore, it is able to model nonlinear relations between regressors and the output,
unlike, for instance, multiple linear regression (MLR), which we use in this paper as
a performance benchmark.

Random forest is applicable for classification problems, when the output variable
is categorical, or for regression problems, when the output variable is continuous.
In the regression case, the algorithm works as follows: 1) drawing M bootstrapped
subsets (i.e., random subsets with replacement) from the training set to grow M

regression trees; 2) sampling p variables form the input matrix at each splitting node
in each decision tree, and selecting the best split in each node until each tree is fully
grown or a stopping criterion—e.g., the maximum number of levels in a tree—is
met; 3) after the RF is fit to the training data, the output prediction for a new unseen
sample is given by the average of M predictions; one from each tree. The prediction
of each tree is computed by applying the splitting rules learned from the training
procedure to the new sample until it reaches a leaf node, and taking the average
output of the samples in that leaf node.

In this paper, we used the following training parameters: M “ 500, p “ m ,
where n is the number of independent variables, and a stopping criterion nmin “

5,which is the minimum number of samples in a node before splitting is stopped.
Random forest models were implemented using the Python package Scikit-learn
[Pedregosa et al., 2011].

2.2.3 Multiple Linear Regression

For comparison, we used MLR models in their standard formulation:

Y “ β0 ` β1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `XNβN ` E (2.2)

Where Y is the dependent variable, X1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XN are the independent variables,
β1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , βN are the regression coefficients, and E is the error term.

Before fitting the linear models, we standardized the input variables by subtract-
ing the mean from each column and dividing by the standard deviation. For con-
sistency, we also did this before fitting the RF models, although RF is not sensitive
to variable scaling. We used MATLAB to implement the MLR models, using least
squares as the fitting method.
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We applied RF and MLR in 10-fold cross-validation, on all input matrices (X ph ,
XEBV ,XP , and XG ). We then did the same for all possible combination of the input
matrices by concatenation. For instance an input matrix denoted by rX phXEBV s is
one that includes all phenotypic features and estimated breeding values. The input
matrix containing all features rX phXEBVXPXGs is denoted by X for brevity.

2.2.4 Feature Importance

Random forest provides an internal score of feature importance, which can be uti-
lized to interpret the resulting models, namely, to understand which features are
most relevant to the output. This feature importance score is a natural result of
fitting a RF on training data.

In a decision tree, data in each node are split based on a condition on a single
feature. A good split is one that decreases the impurity of a subset of objects after
splitting. In the case of regression trees, this impurity is based on variance, and thus,
the splitting score is called variance reduction (VR),and is defined in Eq. 2.3 [Geurts
et al., 2006]. In RF regression, the variable importance score of a variable is the total
VR caused by that variable in all regression trees in the ensemble.

VAR “
varpy|sq ´ sa

s varpy|saq ´
sb
s varpy|sbq

varpy|sq
(2.3)

where s is the given set of objects before splitting; and sa and sb are the resulting
subsets from applying the split; varpy|s˚q is the variance of y in the set s˚.

2.2.5 Pedigree and Pedigree-Genetic Similarities

The matrices Anˆn and Hnˆn, which contain the pairwise pedigree and pedigree-
genetic similarities between the animals, can also be used as inputs to an RF model,
or other supervised learning models. This can be done by defining the feature vector
for each sample—in this case a pig—as its pedigree or pedigree-genetic similarity
to all other pigs, i.e., Anˆn and Hnˆn are treated as matrices of n dimensional
feature vectors for n samples. A feature space of this dimension can, however, create
several problems, concerning the interpretation of feature importance scores, as well
as increasing the computational requirements of training and testing the RF models.

For those reasons, and considering that pedigree and pedigree-genetic similari-
ties among the concerned pigs are highly correlated, we applied a 2-step dimension-
ality reduction procedure, based on random projection (RP) [Bingham and Mannila,
2001] and principal component analysis (PCA), to both matrices before using them
in RF.
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Random projections are based on the Johnson–Lindenstrauss lemma [Johnson
and Lindenstrauss, 1984], which states that any n points in a high m-dimensional
Euclidean space can be mapped onto a lower k-dimensional space where k “

Oplogn{ε2q, without distorting the distance between any 2 points by more than a
factor of p1˘ εq. Thus, the lower dimension k depends only on the number of points
n and the desired reduction fidelity, but not on the dimension of the original space,
m.

For the reduction of matrices Anˆn and Hnˆn, we used a variant of RPs called
very sparse RPs [Li et al., 2006]. A data matrix F P Rnˆm is mapped onto a lower
dimensional space J P Rnˆk by multiplying F with a matrix Rnˆk, which has en-
tries in t´1, 0, 1uwith probabilities t 1

2
?
m
, 1´ 1?

m
, 1
2
?
m
u, resulting in a much smaller

matrix Jnˆk. This method is more efficient than conventional RP due to the large
number of zero entries in the projection matrix compared to a Gaussian projection
matrix, with only a small loss of accuracy [Li et al., 2006].

J “
1
?
k
FR P Rnˆk, k ! minpn,mq (2.4)

The lower dimension k can be chosen according to the degree of reduction re-
quired, while ensuring that the distances between pairs in the lower dimension are
not distorted. We chose k “ 500, which for n “ 32, 797, corresponds approximately
to ε “ 0.5, using the bound given in Eq. 2.5 [Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984]. The
actual error between the distance after the reduction for different values of k are
given in Appendix 2.A.

k ď 4
1

ε2

2 ´
ε3

2

log n (2.5)

We applied very sparse RP to both Anˆn and Hnˆn, and denoted the resulting
projections by ARP

nˆ500 and HRP
nˆ500. Then, we applied PCA on those matrices for

further reduction, because k “ 500 is still large compared to the number of inputs in
Xph, XEBV . We retained the first 10 principal components from both matrices, and
denoted the resulting matrices by XP and XG, both having a size of nˆ 10.

2.2.6 Implications on Pen Assignment

Accurate prediction of slaughter age can have direct implications on the logistics of
pig farming. Here, we illustrate the potential impact of slaughter age prediction if
it were used for grouping pigs before the start of the finishing phase. To that end,
we simulated 2 strategies for assigning a thousand pigs to hundred finishing pens of
equal capacity. In the first strategy, we assigned 10 pigs to each pen at random. Then,
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a pen was cleared after a number of days has elapsed that is equal to the average age
at the slaughter weight of the pigs not used in the simulation, minus the average age
at the start of finishing of the group in the pen. In the second strategy, we assigned
10 pigs to each pen according to the number of days needed to reach the slaughter
weight, using predictions obtained by an RF model trained with a subset of different
pigs. Then, each pen was cleared after a number of days has elapsed that is equal
to the average slaughter age prediction of the group in the pen, minus their average
age at the start of finishing. We evaluated each assignment strategy by counting the
number of pigs in each pen that were—at the time of pen clearance—within a week
or less of the actual age they reached slaughter weight. Each strategy was simulated
a thousand times.

Additional experiments on pen assignments are given in Appendix 2.B, using a
classification framework instead of regression.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 RF Regression Results

In Table 2.1, we report the regression performance, measured by R2 and RMSE, and
averaged over the 10 test subsets. Since we chose to use 10 principal components
to construct XP and XG for the main results, we also included the results if other
criteria are chosen for the number of used principal components (Table 2.2). We used
the following criteria: 1) the Eigenvalue-one criterion [Kaiser, 1960], i.e., keeping
the principal components with a corresponding Eigenvalue greater or equal to 1; 2)
keeping the leading principal components with an accumulated explained variance
(EV) higher than a chosen proportion of the total variance, which we choose here as
90%; 3) the first principal component only, used here to evaluate the accuracy of the
most parsimonious option; 4) using the best 10 principal components for the target
output, by running RF with the entire set of principal components as input matrix,
and finding the top 10 ranking components; and finally, 5) using the input matrices
obtained by RP, without further reduction by PCA. The proportions of EV of the
first 40 principal components in both matrices are given in Fig. 2.1.

2.3.2 Feature Importance

The feature importance scores are given in Fig. 2.2. The scores were derived from
training a RF on one of the training subsets, and they were normalized by the score
of the most important feature.
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Figure 2.1: The proportion of explained variance (EV) and accumulated EV of the
first 40 principal components of ARP

nˆ500 and HRP
nˆ500.

Figure 2.3 shows the same cross-validated R2 scores in Table 2.1, with the addi-
tion of the accumulated importance scores of the features in each input matrix. The
accumulated score of an input matrix is shown as the proportion of the bar having
a color corresponding to that input matrix.

2.3.3 Implication on Pen Assignment

We found that the first strategy, which grouped pigs randomly, resulted in 2.87 pigs
per pen (of 10 pigs) on average within a week or less of their actual slaughter age.
The second strategy, that is using the predictive model that we propose, resulted in
5.27 pigs per pen on average. This simulation demonstrates a significant improve-
ment that is achieved by the proposed model.

2.4 Discussion

Machine learning methods have been used for studying animal growth in the past.
Yu et al. [2006] compared traditional statistical regression methods to neural net-
works in the task of predicting the average growth of groups of shrimp, using age,
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Table 2.1: The performance of random forest regression (RF) and multiple linear
regression (MLR) for the following input matrices and their combinations: pheno-
type input matrix (Xph), EBV input matrix (XEBV ), pedigree similarity input matrix
(XP ), genetic-pedigree similarity input matrix (XG), and all input features (X).

R2 RMSE

Input matrix RF MLR RF MLR

0.625˘ 0.009 0.580˘ 0.009 0.612˘ 0.009 0.648˘ 0.008

0.387˘ 0.012 0.124˘ 0.006 0.783˘ 0.009 0.936˘ 0.017

0.395˘ 0.011 0.218˘ 0.010 0.777˘ 0.010 0.884˘ 0.013

0.347˘ 0.013 0.206˘ 0.014 0.808˘ 0.010 0.891˘ 0.011

0.641˘ 0.009 0.596˘ 0.010 0.599˘ 0.009 0.635˘ 0.009

0.640˘ 0.009 0.589˘ 0.010 0.599˘ 0.009 0.641˘ 0.009

0.634˘ 0.009 0.586˘ 0.010 0.604˘ 0.009 0.643˘ 0.009

0.405˘ 0.011 0.253˘ 0.010 0.771˘ 0.009 0.864˘ 0.015

0.398˘ 0.012 0.261˘ 0.013 0.775˘ 0.010 0.860˘ 0.012

0.395˘ 0.011 0.238˘ 0.013 0.777˘ 0.010 0.873˘ 0.012

0.646˘ 0.008 0.599˘ 0.010 0.594˘ 0.008 0.633˘ 0.009

0.644˘ 0.008 0.603˘ 0.010 0.597˘ 0.009 0.630˘ 0.009

0.642˘ 0.008 0.593˘ 0.010 0.598˘ 0.008 0.638˘ 0.009

0.414˘ 0.011 0.281˘ 0.013 0.765˘ 0.010 0.848˘ 0.013

0.646˘ 0.008 0.605˘ 0.010 0.594˘ 0.008 0.628˘ 0.009

Table 2.2: The performance of random forest regression, measured by R2, and av-
eraged over 10 test subsets of 10-fold cross-validation, for different input matrices,
and different choices of principal component to construct the pedigree similarity
input matrix (XP ) and the genetic-pedigree similarity input matrix (XG)

Input Matrix

Principal components (PC) XP XG rXphXP s rXphXGs

First PC -0.0368 -0.2426 0.6280 0.6289
First 10 PC 0.3953 0.3470 0.6409 0.6345
Best 10 PC 0.3978 0.3507 0.6411 0.6368
Eigenvalue-one 0.3953 0.3495 0.6409 0.6353
Accumulative EV ą 90 0.4048 0.3751 0.6445 0.6369
XP “ ARP

nˆ500, X
G “HRP

nˆ500 0.3896 0.3658 0.6153 0.5980

feed intake, water temperature, and biomass as predictors. Similarly, Roush et al.
[2006] found that neural networks outperformed the nonlinear Gompertz growth
equation in the prediction of broiler growth, using daily age/weight pairs for train-
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Figure 2.2: The random forest feature importance scores, when X (all input features)
is used as an input matrix. The scores are normalized by the score of the most
important feature.

ing their network. In those studies, the time window of prediction is as short as a
week in Yu et al. [2006], and one day in [Roush et al., 2006]. Therefore, few pre-
dictors and training samples were needed to achieve good predictive performances,
even with traditional regression methods.

Conversely, we tried to predict the age of pigs at 120 kg, which has an average
value of 183 days; and we did so using predictors obtained before the start of the
finishing stage, at which the pigs are 77 days old on average. This large time win-
dow of more than 100 days makes the predictive task significantly more difficult,
requiring more predictors and a larger number of training samples.

More closely related to our study, Apichottanakul et al. [2012] used neural net-
works to predict the average weight of a group of pigs at the end of a finishing
cycle. They used a number of different predictors, including average age and initial
weight, number of piglets in the group, survival rate, feed intake, and the average
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Figure 2.3: The performance of random forest regression for different input matrices,
measured by the R2, and averaged over 10 test subsets of 10-fold cross-validation.
The proportion of the colors within each bar represents the relative accumulated
importance of the input matrix that the color represents: Xph (light gray), XEBV

(dark gray), XP (white), XG (black).

number of fattening days. The unit of prediction in that study is a group of pigs,
with a range of 200 to 1,099 pigs per group.

In this study, we focused instead on the growth prediction of individual pigs.
Despite this being a more ambitious task than that of predicting the average weights
of groups of pigs, we postulate that using an individual pig’s growth as the predic-
tion target serves as the baseline for more elaborate and practical predictive tasks,
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such as assigning pigs to uniform target weight groups [Alsahaf et al., 2018a].
Besides growth prediction, machine learning methods have been used to solve

other problems in animal science. The RF algorithm in particular has been applied in
identifying additive and epistatic genes associated with residual feed intake in dairy
cattle [Yao et al., 2013], identifying geographic patterns of different pig production
systems [Thanapongtharm et al., 2016], and predicting the insemination outcome of
dairy cattle [Shahinfar et al., 2014].

The prediction performance metrics in Table 2.1 show an advantage of RF re-
gression over MLR. The advantage is clearer with input matrices other than Xph or
combinations that do not contain it, and less so otherwise. The most extreme exam-
ple of this being XEBV , which achieves R2 “ 0.387 with RF and R2 “ 0.124 with
MLR.

A possible explanation for this is that Xph contains input features that are lin-
early correlated with the regression output, age at 120 kg, like the age at 30 kg of the
animal or the average age at 120 kg of farm-mates (Supplementary Fig. A.4), thereby
enabling MLR to achieve a similar performance to RF, whereas the remaining input
matrices, XEBV , XP , and XG are likely to contain more complex nonlinear depen-
dencies that MLR is not able to exploit.

In the literature, RF was found to have better predictability than MLR in different
applications, such as predicting fire occurrences [Oliveira et al., 2012], estimating
biomass using from satellite images [Mutanga et al., 2012], and the prediction of
protein-ligand binding affinity in biochemistry [Li et al., 2014].

In the concerned application, we use multiple features that are correlated. This
apparent redundancy is an intrinsic feature of many machine learning methods.
While traditional statistical methods achieve better fitting by increasing the com-
plexity of the model (e.g., polynomial instead of linear regression), “model-free”
(also called “nonparametric”) machine learning methods achieve better fitting by
using multiple features that may be mutually dependent.1 In both cases this may
lead to overfitting and inflated performance on the training data and a validation or
test set must be used to decide if the fitting is “just right” or overdone.

The advantages of using RF in this application extend to the interpretability of
the model, through the use of the internal variable importance score. The ranking of
input features given by RF (Fig. 2.2) makes intuitive sense, especially if we examine
the top 5 ranking features, which are all phenotypes related to growth.

Figure 2.3 shows the accumulative score of different feature matrices when used
in combination with each other. An important observation to make here is that
XEBV , XP , and XG seem to explain a similar amount of the output’s variance, and
contribute a similar increase in performance when combined with Xph; suggesting

1This strategy is fundamental for kernel methods.
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that they contain redundant information. This implies that the 2-step reduction pro-
cedure we propose in this paper, based on RP and PCA, extracts useful information
from pedigree and pedigree-genetic matrices, Anˆn, Hnˆn, with minimal compu-
tation requirements. With the reduction of Anˆn, XP explains more variance than
with the reduction of Hnˆn, XG. This is likely due to the fact that only a subset of
the animals were genotyped in the construction of Hnˆn, causing it to be less in-
formative than Anˆn, which is based on pedigree only. It is worth investigating in
future work if Hnˆn constructed from n genotyped animals would be more predic-
tive than Anˆn.

There are 2 caveats to using feature importance scores derived from RF. First,
the score can be biased to categorical features that have too many categories [Strobl
et al., 2007]. This is not an issue with the data in this study, since the categorical
features— sex, fostering, and farm of birth—have 2 or 3 categories.

The second caveat concerns highly correlated features. Due to the random sam-
pling of features at each node, it should be expected that if a group of highly corre-
lated features exist in the data set, and one of them is randomly selected at a node,
the impurity that this feature removes will not be removed by features correlated
to it in the same tree, hence making it “more important” than those other features,
according to this importance score definition. This problem is partially mitigated by
using a sufficiently large number of trees, and interpreting the importance scores of
multiple RFs, fitted on different subsamples of the data.

Besides feature selection, the architecture of decision trees—the building blocks
of RF—is simple. In fact, it is possible to visualize a decision tree trained on the
available data to infer the rules that partition the samples, leading to further under-
standing of the prediction problem. In Appendix 2.A, we show 2 such visualizations
of decision trees, one trained with all available samples and features, and another
trained with XEBV .

These elements of RF, namely, feature ranking and interpretable architecture, are
in contrast to the often unfair characterization of machine learning models as un-
interpretable black boxes. Accordingly, this makes RF models suited for prediction
problems in livestock science, as they can provide the end users—farmers or breed-
ers—with insights about the data [Ribeiro et al., 2016; Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017].
For more on the interpretability of RF and tree ensembles, we refer to Petkovic et al.
[2018], Pereira et al. [2018], and Hara and Hayashi [2016].

The reduction of Anˆn and Hnˆn was achieved using RPs and PCA. Given a
data set with a large number of variables, PCA finds through an orthogonal transfor-
mation, a lower number of variables that explain the largest proportion of variance
possible from the original data set. For very high dimensional data sets, however,
PCA is computationally expensive. An effective and computationally efficient alter-
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native to PCA is RP, which works by projecting the high dimensional data set onto
a lower dimensional subspace with a random matrix with unit-length columns.

It has been shown that this method, despite its computational simplicity, is ef-
fective for many variable reduction applications on different types of data sets, e.g.,
text and image data [Bingham and Mannila, 2001], speeding-up k-means clustering
[Boutsidis et al., 2014], clustering microarray data [Avogadri and Valentini, 2009],
and speeding-up nearest neighbor classification [Deegalla and Bostrom, 2006]. For
more on the usage of PCA with RP, we refer to Qi and Hughes [2012] and Anaraki
and Hughes [2014].

2.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed that RF regression, a nonparametric machine learning al-
gorithm, is effective in the prediction of slaughter age of pigs at the start of the finish-
ing period. The methodology we described, namely the prediction of a future phe-
notype with machine learning through the use of phenotypic and genotypic data,
could be applied to other phenotype prediction problems in pigs or other species.

Using the feature importance scores of RF, we showed that phenotypes related
to slaughter age are the most predictive group of features, compared to EBVs, and
features extracted from pedigree and pedigree-genetic similarity matrices. Further
exploration is still needed—using nonlinear feature selection—to address feature re-
dundancy and find parsimonious subsets of input features for this prediction prob-
lem.
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2.A Supplementary results

Table 2.3: The full list of features in the phenotype input matrix (Xph), the EBV in-
put matrix (XEBV ), the pedigree similarity input matrix (XP ), the genetic-pedigree
similarity input matrix (XG), and the output (Y ).
Feature name Description (unit) Type Range Mean ˘ std

parity Parity number of biological mother Xph 1–13 2.73˘ 1.63

weight (birth) Weight at birth (g) Xph 330–3250 1380˘ 298

age (30 kg) Age at 30 kg (days) Xph 48.9–115.3 76.44˘ 8.09

age (tstart) Age at the start of the finishing phase (days) Xph 39–168 77.54˘ 11.44

age 120 (farm-mate avg)
Age at 120 kg of farm-line-sex
mates in last 3 months (days)

Xph 156´ 202 182.19˘ 10.97

age (farrowing) Age of biological mother at farrowing (days) Xph 313–2119 616.48˘ 243.88

age (weaning) Age at weaning (days) Xph 1–63 23.99˘ 4.57

weight (tstart) Weight at the start of the finishing phase (kg) Xph 15–50 31.21˘ 7.07

stdev litter BW
Std. deviation in birth weight in biological
litter

Xph 0–1036 279.26˘ 80.31

avg litter BW Average birth weight in biological litter (g) Xph 600–2740 1299.28˘ 211.61

rltv BW litter
Relative birth weight of animal
compared to litter-mates (g)

Xph ´1080–1160 80.79˘ 230.57

to be weaned foster
Relative birth weight of animal
compared to litter-mates (g)

Xph 0–38 13.59˘ 2.89

liveborn bio
Number of piglets to be weaned by the
foster mother

Xph 1–28 14.23˘ 3.28

total born bio
Number total born piglets in the
biological litter

Xph 1–30 15.53˘ 3.44

gestation length Gestation length of biological am (days) Xph 108–123 115.18˘ 1.59

inbreeding Inbreeding coefficient XEBV 0–0.26 0.0178˘ 0.0180

sex Female or male Xph Binary —
farm01 Farm of birth - farm 01 Xph Binary —
farm02 Farm of birth - farm 02 Xph Binary —
farm03 Farm of birth - farm 02 Xph Binary —
foster Fostered by biological of foster dam Xph Binary —

ebv lgy
Breeding value for sow
longevity [parent average]

Xph ´0.79–1.12 0.05˘ 0.24

ebv vit
Breeding value for piglet
vitality [current EBV]

XEBV ´11.9–12.6 0.14˘ 3.17

ebv bfe
Breeding value for back
fat thickness [parent average]

XEBV ´3.69–2.4 ´0.28˘ 0.89

ebv lde
Breeding value for loin depth
thickness [parent average]

XEBV ´4.83–5.98 0.52˘ 1.55

ebv tnb
Breeding value for total number
of born piglets [parent average]

XEBV ´2.25–2.69 ´0.04,˘0.59

ebv mab
Breeding value for mothering
ability [parent average]

XEBV ´6.58–4.90 0.08˘ 1.39

ebv tdg
Breeding value for daily
gain [calculated by quarter]

XEBV 31.22–39.79 35.21˘ 1.45

PCP1 , PC
P
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , PC

P
1 0

The first 100 principal components
of ARP

nˆ500

Y P — —

PCG1 , PC
G
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , PC

G
1 0

The first 100 principal components
of HRP

nˆ500

Y G — —

age (120 kg) Standardized age at 120 kg Y 120.30–265.60 182.97˘ 18.48
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Figure 2.4: The mean of the normalized absolute error between the Euclidean dis-
tance of 1000 random pairs of points before and after random projection, at different
values of the reduced dimension k.
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Table 2.4: The performance of random forest regression (RF) and multiple linear
regression (MLR) for the following input matrices and their combinations: pheno-
type input matrix (Xph), EBV input matrix (XEBV ), pedigree similarity input matrix
(XP ), genetic-pedigree similarity input matrix (XG), and all input features (X). The
performance is measured by the mean absolute error (MAE), and the percentage of
good estimates (GE%), which is defined as the percentage of predictions in the test
set that are within 5% tolerance of the actual values3. Both metrics are evaluated on
10 test subsets of 10-fold cross validation; the mean and standard deviation over the
10 subsets are reported.

MAE GE%

Input matrix RF MLR RF MLR

0.625˘ 0.009 0.580˘ 0.009 0.612˘ 0.009 0.648˘ 0.008

0.387˘ 0.012 0.124˘ 0.006 0.783˘ 0.009 0.936˘ 0.017

0.395˘ 0.011 0.218˘ 0.010 0.777˘ 0.010 0.884˘ 0.013

0.347˘ 0.013 0.206˘ 0.014 0.808˘ 0.010 0.891˘ 0.011

0.641˘ 0.009 0.596˘ 0.010 0.599˘ 0.009 0.635˘ 0.009

0.640˘ 0.009 0.589˘ 0.010 0.599˘ 0.009 0.641˘ 0.009

0.634˘ 0.009 0.586˘ 0.010 0.604˘ 0.009 0.643˘ 0.009

0.405˘ 0.011 0.253˘ 0.010 0.771˘ 0.009 0.864˘ 0.015

0.398˘ 0.012 0.261˘ 0.013 0.775˘ 0.010 0.860˘ 0.012

0.395˘ 0.011 0.238˘ 0.013 0.777˘ 0.010 0.873˘ 0.012

0.646˘ 0.008 0.599˘ 0.010 0.594˘ 0.008 0.633˘ 0.009

0.644˘ 0.008 0.603˘ 0.010 0.597˘ 0.009 0.630˘ 0.009

0.642˘ 0.008 0.593˘ 0.010 0.598˘ 0.008 0.638˘ 0.009

0.414˘ 0.011 0.281˘ 0.013 0.765˘ 0.010 0.848˘ 0.013

0.646˘ 0.008 0.605˘ 0.010 0.594˘ 0.008 0.628˘ 0.009
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age (30 kg) <= 76.3497
samples = 100.0%
value = 182.9797

age (30 kg) <= 69.1497
samples = 51.4%
value = 172.3256

True

age (30 kg) <= 84.4497
samples = 48.6%
value = 194.2378

False

age 120 (farm-mate avg) <= 166.7054
samples = 19.3%
value = 163.5822

age 120 (farm-mate avg) <= 166.7054
samples = 32.1%
value = 177.5664

samples = 6.5%
value = 156.1036

samples = 12.7%
value = 167.4105

samples = 3.2%
value = 166.4545

samples = 28.9%
value = 178.7941

age (30 kg) <= 80.0504
samples = 33.1%
value = 189.8346

age (30 kg) <= 91.9500
samples = 15.6%
value = 203.598

samples = 17.8%
value = 187.0874

samples = 15.3%
value = 193.0351

samples = 11.9%
value = 200.6454

samples = 3.7%
value = 213.1324

Figure 2.5: A visualization of a decision-tree trained with all samples (n “ 32, 979)
and input feature matrixX , which contains all features. Each box represents a node.
The first line in each box shows the name of the feature and the splitting value. The
second line shows the percentage of all samples in the node, while the third line
shows the average value of the output, age at 120 kg, of the samples in the node.
The visualization only shows the first four levels of the tree.

ebv bfe <= -1.131
samples = 100.0%

value = 182.98

ebv lde <= -0.348
samples = 13.7%
value = 191.87

True

ebv lgy <= 0.587
samples = 86.3%
value = 181.568

False

ebv lgy <= 0.278
samples = 4.5%
value = 187.154

ebv bfe <= -1.819
samples = 9.2%
value = 194.163

samples = 2.5%
value = 183.93

samples = 2.0%
value = 191.25

samples = 2.9%
value = 198.47

samples = 6.3%
value = 192.139

ebv tdg <= 1.256
samples = 64.5%
value = 179.643

ebv tdg <= 1.16
samples = 21.9%
value = 187.248

samples = 56.2%
value = 180.526

samples = 8.2%
value = 173.607

samples = 18.8%
value = 188.518

samples = 3.0%
value = 179.327

Figure 2.6: A visualization of a decision-tree trained with all samples (n “ 32, 979)
and input feature matrix XEBV , which contains EBVs and the inbreeding coeffi-
cient. Each box represents a node. The first line in each box shows the name of the
feature and the splitting value. The second line shows the percentage of all samples
in the node, while the third line shows the average value of the output, age at 120
kg, of the samples in the node. The visualization only shows the first four levels of
the tree.
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2.B Assigning pigs to uniform target weight groups us-
ing machine learning

2.B.1 Abstract

A standard practice at pig farms is to assign finisher pigs to groups based on their
live weight measurements or based on visual inspection of their sizes. As an alterna-
tive, we used machine learning classification, namely the random forest algorithm,
for assigning finisher pigs to groups for the purpose of increasing body weight uni-
formity in each group. Instead of relying solely on weight measurements, random
forest enabled us to combine weight measurements with other phenotypes and ge-
netic data (in the form of EBV’s). We found that using random forest with the
combination of phenotypic and genetic data achieves the lowest classification er-
ror (0.3409) in 10-fold cross-validation, followed by random forest with phenotypic
and genetic data separately (0.3460 and 0.4591), then standard assignment based on
birth weight (0.5611), and finally standard assignment based on the weight at the
start of the finishing phase (0.7015).

2.B.2 Introduction

Variation in bodyweight has a big impact on the farming of pigs. Feed costs, drug
dosages, farm management, and procurement plans are affected by the weights of
the pigs being handled, and the uniformity (or lack thereof) of those weights. For
instance, if a group of pigs in a finishing pen contains slow growers; those pigs must
be retained in the pen until they reach market weight before the pen can be cleared to
receive a new group. Therefore, a good estimate of each pig’s growth performance
can greatly improve the efficiency at pig farms and breeding facilities.

The purpose of accurate pig growth prediction is the ability to assign pigs at the
farm to groups that will be uniform in weight at a target age, or groups that will
reach a target weight at a uniform age. The standard practice of assigning finisher
pigs to pens is based on past and current weight measurements of the pigs; or more
frequently is done through visual inspection alone.

As with other animals, pig growth is a complex phenomenon that is influenced
by many factors, including sex, age, weight history, feed intake, genetics, health,
sow and litter characteristics, and farm conditions [Apichottanakul et al., 2012].
Therefore, it is not effective to isolate one, or too few of these factors, as predictors
or proxies of future weight or growth.

The machine learning approach differs from traditional statistical analysis in that
it emphasizes prediction accuracy of the models rather than the fit of the data to pre-
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determined statistical models or structures [Breiman, 2001b], therefore allowing the
inclusion of heterogeneous data types without hypotheses on which distributions
generate them.

In animal science literature, machine learning methods have been used for pre-
dicting growth in farmed shrimps [Yu et al., 2006], broilers [Roush et al., 2006] and
pigs [Apichottanakul et al., 2012]. Other notable uses of machine learning in animal
science, specifically the use of the random forest algorithm, include identifying ad-
ditive and epistatic genes associated with residual feed intake in dairy cattle [Yao
et al., 2013], identifying geographic patterns of different pig production systems
[Thanapongtharm et al., 2016], and predicting the insemination outcome of dairy
cattle [Shahinfar et al., 2014].

In this study, we use machine learning, namely the random forest classification
algorithm [Breiman, 2001a] to combine the predictive power of both genetic and
phenotypic predictors. In doing so, we aim to decrease the classification error of the
following task: assigning each pig to one of three groups, based on the age it reaches
a target weight of 120 kg.

2.B.3 Materials and methods

Data

The dataset used in this study was provided by Topigs-Norsvin. It consisted of
features of purebred pigs that were born within a 4-year span in three farms. The
features comprised different information about each pig from birth up until the start
of the finishing phase such as birth weight, sex, and gestation length. These features
form the input matrix Xpnmq, where n “ 32979 is the number of pigs, and m “ 28

is the number of features. We distinguish the phenotypic feature matrix from the
genetic one by denoting them Xph and Xg respectively (mph “ 20,mg “ 8), while
X denotes the complete feature matrix that includes both phenotypic and genetic
data. A list of all features is given in Table.

The standardized age at 120 kilograms, being a proxy of a pig’s growth potential
near slaughter age, was used as the output Y. For classification, a discretized version
of Y is created by labelling the lowest third of the pigs with respect to the value of Y
(128 to 174 days) as ”fast growers”, i.e. the pigs that reach the target weight fastest
or at the youngest age; and like so the middle third (175 to 190 days) as ”average
growers”, and the final third (190 to 265 days) as ”slow growers”.
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Table 2.5: Full list of features in feature matrix X and the output y. Table legend:
(Ph) phenotypic feature, (G) genetic feature.
Feature name Description (unit) Group Range µ˘ σ

parity
Parity number of biological
mother

Ph 0–13 2.37˘ 1.63

inbreeding Inbreeding coefficient G 0–0.26 0.0128˘ 0.0180

weight (birth) Weight at birth (g) Ph 330–3250 1380˘ 298

age (30 kg) Age at 30 kg (days) Ph 48.9–115.3 76.44˘ 8.09

weight (tstart) Weight at the start of the finishing phase (kg) Ph 15–50 31.21˘ 7.07

stdev litter BW Std. deviation in birth weight in biological litter Ph 0–1036 279.26˘ 80.31

avg litter BW Average birth weight in biological litter Ph 600–2740 1299.28˘ 211.61

rltv BW litter Relative birth weight of animal compared to littermates Ph ´´ 1080–1160 80.78˘ 230.57

to be weaned foster Number of piglets to be weaned by the foster mother Ph 0–38 13.59˘ 2.89

liveborn bio Total number of piglets born alive in the biological litter Ph 1–28 14.23˘ 3.28

total born bio Total number of piglets born in the biological litter Ph 1–30 15.53˘ 3.44

age (weaning) Age at weaning (days) Ph 1–63 23.99˘ 4.57

getation length Gestation length of biological dam Ph 108–123 115.18˘ 1.59

ebv lgy Breeding value for sow longevity [parent average] G ´0.79–1.12 0.05˘ 0.24

ebv vit Breeding value for piglet vitality [current EBV] G ´11.9–12.6 0.14˘ 3.17

ebv bfe Breeding value for piglet vitality [current EBV] G 03.69–2.4 ´0.28˘ 0.89

ebv lde Breeding value for loin depth thickness [parent average] G ´4.83–5.98 0.52˘ 1.55

ebv tnb Breeding value for total number of born piglets [parent average] G ´2.25–2.69 ´0.04˘ 0.59

ebv mab Breeding value for mothering ability [parent average] G ´6.58–4.90 0.08˘ 1.39

age 120 (farm-mate avg) Age at 120 kg of farm-line-sex mates in last 3 months (days) G 156–202 182.19˘ 10.97

age (farrowing) Age at 120 kg of farm-line-sex mates in last 3 months (days) Ph 313–2119 616.48˘ 243.88

ebv tdg Age of biological mother at farrowing (days) G 31.22–39.79 35.21˘ 1.45

sex Breeding value for daily gain, calculated by quarter Ph Binary –
farm01 Farm of birth - farm 01 Ph Binary –
farm02 Farm of birth - farm 02 Ph Binary –
farm03 Farm of birth - farm 03 Ph Binary –
foster Fostered by biological or foster dam Ph Binary –
age (tstart) Age at the start of the finishing phase Ph 39–168 77.54˘ 11.44

age (120 kg) Standardized age at 120 kg, used as output y after discretization Ph 120.30–265.60 182.97˘ 18.48

Classification methods

Random forest classification The random forest algorithm is a tree-based ensem-
ble learning method. In machine learning, ensemble methods are those that com-
bine weak regression or classification models to obtain a model that is stronger than
all of its constituents. In the case of random forest, the aggregated base models are
decision-tree predictors. The algorithm uses bagging [Breiman, 1996], as well as
random sampling from the feature space at each node of a tree to create a “forest”
of diverse tree predictors, which leads to a reduction of variance compared to an
individual tree, and a reduction of over-fitting and sensitivity to changes in data.

Random forest for classification works as follows: i) Drawing M bootstrapped
sub-samples (random sampling with replacement) from the training set to grow
M classification trees; ii) Sampling p variables form the feature matrix X at each
splitting node in each tree, and selecting the best split in each node until each tree is
fully grown or a stopping criterion is met; iii) Computing the final prediction as the
majority vote of M predictions. In this paper, we use the following parameters for
the algorithm: M “ 500, p “

?
m (rounded), and the stopping criterion is to stop
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Table 2.6: Classification error (in 10-fold cross-validation) for the standard assign-
ment strategies based on birth weight , and weight at the start of finishing ; and
random forest with phenotypic features , genetic features , and all features . The
baseline of 0.67 is the error made when the assignment is arbitrary without taking
into account any available information.

standard assignment Random forest

Class W birth
t W start

t Xph Xg X

Baseline 0.6700 0.6700 0.6700 0.6700 0.6700
Fast growers 0.5301 0.6900 0.2667 0.3763 0.2694

Average growers 0.6535 0.6907 0.4789 0.6108 0.4732
Slow growers 0.4997 0.7237 0.2925 0.3902 0.2803

Total 0.5611 0.7015 0.3460 0.4591 0.3409

splitting a node if the number of samples in it is less than 5.
Random forest provides an internal measure of feature importance, which can

be utilized to interpret the resulting models, namely, to know which features are
most relevant to the output. This feature importance measure is derived from accu-
mulating the splitting scores for each variable. In this study, we use this measure to
rank the features relative to each other. Then, we reevaluate the classification model
using only the topmost ranking features. We implemented random forest using the
Scikit-learn module in Python [Pedregosa et al., 2011].

Standard pig assignment strategies The standard assignment strategies we
present here describe simple rules that a pig farmer may implement without the use
of computational tools. This can be done by relying on one of the available weight
measurements: birth weight and the weight at the start of the finishing phase. Us-
ing the latter as an example, a farmer can group the heaviest third of her herd into
a pen or a group of pens designated for the pigs that will reach the target weight
fastest. Similarly, she places the average and lightest thirds of her herd into desig-
nated pens. This corresponds to two separate assignment strategies, one for each of
the available weight measurements.

2.B.4 Results

Classification results

For each of the classification strategies, 10-fold cross-validation is implemented, and
the average classification errors on the validation folds are presented in Table 2.6.
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Feature ranking

Figure 2.7 shows the ranking of features derived from the random forest classifier.
To take into account the inherent randomness in the algorithm, the algorithm is ap-
plied to each of the training subsets of a 10-fold cross validation. The corresponding
accuracy scores on the validation subsets are also given in the figure.

Figure 2.7: Top: Feature rank derived from random forest implemented on the train-
ing subsets of 10-fold cross-validation. Bottom: The classification error on the corre-
sponding validation subsets.

2.B.5 Discussion and conclusion

The classification comparison shows a clear advantage of random forest over the
standard pig assignment strategies that we proposed in this study, which were
meant to mimic standard farm practices. That being said, the standard strategy
based on birth weight still resulted in a much more uniform grouping than random
(classification error ), with a classification error of 0.5611; making it a viable and
easy solution for this problem, if birth weight measurements were available to the
farmer. On the other hand, assignment based the start of finishing weight, which
would be the latest weight measurement at the moment of the assignment decision,
seems to perform no better than a random assignment.

Using random forest, the phenotypic features result in a good classification with
an error of 0.3460. The addition of genetic features (estimated breeding values) re-
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duces the error to 0.3409. When the experiments are repeated with the top five
ranking features, the resulting error is 0.3593, whereas the top ten features result in
an error of 0.3442, close to that achieved with all the features.

Compared to other machine learning methods, like neural networks or support
vector machines, random forest has a simpler model structure, making it easier to
interpret by potential end users of this application. Moreover, random forest, being
based on decision trees, is able to deal with heterogeneous data without the need of
normalization. Nevertheless, it would be valuable in future work to make a com-
prehensive comparison between different machine learning classification methods
for this application.

In conclusion, machine learning classification, random forest in this case, can as-
sist pig farmers and breeders in achieving groups that are more uniform in weight
by taking advantage of available data, a lot of which is relevant to the weight phe-
notype, but whose potential is untapped with traditional methods.
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